Crew (Continued from Page 4)

streaking the 15s'. The Junior Varsity boat has disbanded since there are no more scheduled races for time.

The only Technology rowing this week-end will be provided by the crew class in their annual Richards Cup regatta this afternoon, and by the freshman boats. The heavy vaulting will travel to Groton to race against the prep schools while the freshman 15s' will attempt to repeat their win over Harvard. Other races on the Charles Saturday afternoon will be contested by the second and third freshman crews of Tech and Harvard respectively.

The freshmen will enter the Rich- and Cup regatta valued as the favorites over their opponents. It is only recently that full crews representing the three higher classes have practi- ced together in their boats. Besides holding the mantles of the winners of the regatta inscribed on the cup, each member of the winning boat will be awarded a medal.

A feature of today's event will be the preliminary race between the evo- lutionaries and managers. The oxgallows have annually shown their es- peciality over the managers but the latter are optimistic this year that they can overcome their rivals' experi- ence with their weight. It has been customary that the first boat back to the start draws the opposition into the race. According to Dean Hayes stated last night that the race will be started as soon after five o'clock as possible.
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We wish to bring to your attention the truths which are contained in the Bible. These truths are the result of years of research and study of the Bible by some of the most learned men of the world. These truths are the basis of the Christian Science philosophy and they are the foundation upon which the Christian Science church is built.

The truths contained in the Bible are not only of great importance for the individual, but they are also of great importance for the world. They are the basis of the Christian Science philosophy and they are the foundation upon which the Christian Science church is built.

We believe that these truths are the only way to true happiness and peace. They are the only way to a true understanding of the world and its problems. They are the only way to a true understanding of the nature of man and the universe.
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